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VIKTOR PETROV’S “EPOCH THEORY”: THE PHENOMENON IN THE NATIONAL HISTORIOGRAPHY OF THE MIDDLE TWENTIETH CENTURY

Andreyev V. M.

INTRODUCTION

Viktor Platonovych Petrov (pseudonyms – V. Ber, Borys Verigo, V. Domontovych, V. Plyat and other; 1894–1969) was one of the brightest Ukrainian intellectuals of his time – an outstanding scientist of encyclopedic erudition (historian, anthropologist, archaeologist, literary scholar, linguist, folklorist, and philosopher), organizer of science, public figure and writer of the circle of neoclassicists and Soviet intelligence agent.

V. Petrov was considered to be an outstanding, original and even brilliant philosopher and scientist at the Ukrainian literary and academic circles of «golden age» of Ukrainian humanities of 1920-s and «immigrant renaissance» of the second half of the 1940-s. However, due to various circumstances and life collisions, his multifaceted scientific potential was «deleted» from the intellectual space of the USSR and Ukrainian diaspora, underestimated and forgotten for a long time. So today V. Petrov remains little-known not only in the world, but also at home.

Almost all his life, since 1919, excluding a forced interruption in 1942-1956 s., V. Petrov devoted himself to the Academy of Sciences of Ukraine. He was one of the first scientists of All-Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, actively and productive working in various academic institutions. In 1919-1920s V. Petrov was a Secretary of the Commission for Ukrainian historical dictionary making. Since January 1920 he started working as a researcher and later as a secretary (1923–1927) and a head (1927–1933) of Ethnographic Commission attached to All-Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, edited various publications of the institution. In 1927 the Russian Geographical Society, recognizing the merits of V. Petrov in organization of ethnographic science in Ukraine, vigorous activity in studying of folk culture and everyday life, awarded him a silver medal. In 1928 the scientist was elected as an existing member of this society. In 1930 the scientist
took a degree of Doctor of Philology for the monograph about P. Kulish. Since 1933 V. Petrov held the position of the researcher, and since 1939 he was a head of the sector of pre-feudal and feudal archeology of the Union of Institutions of Material Culture (the Institute of History of Material Culture since 1934, which was later reorganized into the Institute of Archaeology attached to the Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (IA AS USSR). Since February 1941 the scientist became a director of the newly established Institute of Ukrainian Folklore attached to the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. This period of his research activity is presented by a fairly significant scientific achievements (especially in the field of ethnography) – more than 100 works.

During the Soviet-German War Viktor Platonovych served in the Red Army – he was a reconnaissance man. In 1945–1949s., performing the tasks of the Soviet reconnaissance, he worked among Ukrainian emigration in Bavaria. He was one of the founders of Ukrainian Art Movement (UAM), Ukrainian Free Academy of Sciences, editor of periodical literature, teacher at institutions of higher education of Ukrainian emigration (Ukrainian Free University, Theological Academy of Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church, Ukrainian Technical and Economic Institution, etc.), worked a lot in the field of science. Officially V. Petrov was employed by the Ministry of Foreign Trade of the USSR as a researcher till 1950. In 1950–1956s., after mysterious return from Germany, the scientist worked as a researcher at the Institute of History of Material Culture of the USSR in Moscow, and since December 1956 until his death he worked at the Institute of Archaeology attached to the Academy of Sciences of the USSR.

V. Petrov’s top achievement as an intellectual and versatile scholar is his “epoch theory”. The thinker suggested an original conception of ancient history of Ukraine, which became an important theoretical and practical contribution to Ukrainian historiography. His concept was based on the discrete, cyclical vision of the historical process and was in the line with the main trends of European historiosophical thought of 1920–1940, it was directly in the context of intellectual ideas of M. Berdiaev, V. Velflin, N. Danilevsky, A. J. Toynbee, S. Freud, M. Foucault, M. Khvylyovy, D. Chyzhevsky, F. Schmitt, O. Spengler and the existentialists.

On the basis of the «epoch theory» the scientist developed a scheme of ancient history of Ukraine («prehistory of Ukrainian people») and a
scheme of ethnogenesis of Ukrainian people as a part of European history. This opened a new way for the development of national historical science and could cause a «revolution» in Ukrainian historical writing. However, intellectual initiative of the scientist was not accepted by his contemporaries and to this day it remains outside the main directions of theoretical and practical search of historians.

This article deals with the phenomenon of Victor Petrov in the national historiography of the twentieth century. Although the polymath was working for decades within the framework of the Soviet historical science and its academic institutions and Marxist discourse played a certain role in its formation, in my opinion, we should talk about alternativeness of views of V. Petrov concerning Marxism, which was prevailing in the Soviet science. The Marxist conception as an explanatory model of the historical process and methodological tool of scientific research did not satisfy the scientist.

There are several stages in the formation of historical conception of V. Petrov. However, it was not enunciated in a distinct and final way due to different reasons.

1. Familiarity and Creative Mastering of European, Russian and Ukrainian Philosophical and Historiosophical Thought


In the 1920s the ideas of German philosopher O. Spengler were known in Ukraine, they became popular in the forefront of cataclysms of World War I and post-war poverty. He was sympathized, admired and even for some time there was an intellectual fashion for O. Spengler. «The Decline of the West» was repeatedly discussed on the pages of Soviet publications¹. Therefore naturally, his concept was embraced and transformed in the works of a number of Ukrainian intellectuals.

Ukrainian national communists M. Khvyloyv created his own historical and philosophical conception of culture (Asian Renaissance

¹ Базаров В. О. Шпенглер и его критики. Красная Новь. 1922. № 2. Ст. 212–225; Пятаков Г. Философия современного империализма (Этюд о Шпенглере). Красная новь. 1922. № 3. Ст. 182–197.
theory) based on the theories of local civilizations of N. Danilevsky, O. Spengler and Marxism. It was formulated in the context of the social and literary discussions in the Soviet Ukraine of mid-1920-th, in the center of which stood the prospects of development of Ukrainian culture. The last, seventh chapter of the pamphlet «Ukraine or Little Russia?» (1926) is devoted to the presentation of the conceptual foundations of the theory of the Asian Renaissance\(^2\). M. Khvylovy took the original thesis that every nation is going through childhood, cultural and civilizational stages; the latter is the final chord of every culture and the beginning of its end. But historical types of cultures are not locked in a «spontaneous frames ... that come under the sign of their fate» (as presented in the concepts of «idealistic intuitionalism» of N. Danilevsky and O. Spengler), but framed in the patriarchal, feudal, bourgeois and proletarian time. Every single one of these types is original, but the element of «natural inheritance» is still compulsive.

According to the ideas expressed by M. Khvylovy, almost all cultures of patriarchal period (Mycenaean, Indian, Egyptian, Babylonian, Arabic) were formed by peoples who inhabited the territory of Asia, or were geographically adjacent to it. The «Human material» of Asia exhausted its «creative energy», solving problems of patriarchal period, and feudal type manifested itself on the European territory. The energy of the population of Europe, which they were accumulating for centuries, was enough to create a culture of the third type – the bourgeois type. At the present stage the bourgeois type dies, Western society is in decline and therefore new proletarian cultural-historical type is being created on the territory of Asia.

This cultural-historical type that M. Khvylovy calls «Asian Renaissance» will be determined by high classical erudition and will be based on the achievements of Asian as well as European cultures. One of the conditions of Asian Renaissance is the presence of Bolshevik state model. Since Ukraine is situated on the border of Europe and Asia and has the ability to use energy potential of one as well as the other, it should be at the forefront of the fourth cultural-historical type.

The views of M. Khvylovy had considerable attention in the Soviet Ukraine; he entered the national history not only as a writer, literary figure, but as a representative of the original philosophical thought as well\(^3\).

---


It should be noted that the concept of M. Khvylovy was presented in a popular form, did not have justified terminology, it called for discussion to a greater extent than it was giving answers. The Asian Renaissance theory concerned the problems associated with philosophical comprehension of Ukrainian national idea directly, for the author it acted as means of addressing spiritual progress of Ukrainian people through the dilemma «Russia – Europe», but it did not play an independent role. V. Petrov thought highly of the pamphlets of M. Khvylovy and considered him to be «a true European», who meant not «Europe in general», not «the machinery», not «the proletariat», but a «western intellectual», a high type of spiritual culture⁴.

V. Petrov as a direct participant of literary and cultural debates during 1925–1928 was certainly familiar with the research of O. Spengler and its reception in the works of M. Khvylovy. However, it should be noted that the scientist could independently come to an understanding of discontinuity of the historical process through the studies in the field of German philosophy, in particular – the works of R.G. Lotze, who developed the ideas that were close to the doctrine of monads of G.W. Leibniz. It is known that the theory of local civilizations emerged in the context of the philosophical tradition of Leibniz in Germany (civilization – a kind of historical process monads)⁵.

However, in 1919, a famous Russian art historian and archaeologist F. Schmitt, whose life for quite a long time was associated with Ukraine (Kharkiv, Kyiv), set out his ideas of cyclical development of art («Laws of history» (1916), «Art – its psychology, its stylistics, its evolution» (1919))⁶. There upon in due course time he was often compared to A. J. Toynbee and called a «Russian Spengler»⁷. In his memoirs V. Petrov noted that a lecture of Fyodor Ivanovych delivered in Kiev in 1919 imposed a strong impression on him.

⁷ Михайловский И. Б. Архитектурные ордера. М, 1925. Ст. 25.
Similar thoughts on the discreteness of art history were also expressed by a Swiss Scientist G. Wolfflin\(^8\) (his book «Renaissance and Baroque») was translated into Russian in 1913 and also had a considerable impact on V. Petrov – a student of Kiev University\(^9\).

To the factors forming historiosophical views of V. Petrov a modern researcher of his life and work V. Bryukhovetsky also joins the influence of his father’s works – the works of Platon Petrov on the history of the church and prominent representatives of the so-called «Kiev philosophical circles» of the first decades of the twentieth century (M. Berdyaev, A. Gilyarov, V. Zenkovsky, Lev Shestov, D. Chyzhevsky)\(^10\).

Since the 1920s V. Petrov fruit fully worked in the field of history of philosophy, methodology of different humanities, history and theory of culture, he became acquainted with classical and modern philosophical systems, approbated them in different subject areas of historical research. Professional skills of V. Petrov allowed him to realize himself in specific historical, as well as theoretical studies.

During the 1930s the scientist was working within the limits of Marxist methodology and Marrism in the field of history of material culture and formed his own perception of objective laws of historical development of Eastern Europe\(^11\).

### 2. Formation of V. Petrov’s Historiosophical Views and His Historical Concept’s Basis

The second stage – the first half of 1940-s – attempts to present ideas in popular scientific and artistic works (during the administration of exploratory mission on the territory of the occupied Ukraine). The first fragmentary attempts to express their views on the history as the process of changing of epochs was carried out by the scientist in 1942 on the pages of literary magazine «Ukrainian sowing» in the article «The Goths in Ukraine and the culture of fields graves» (characteristics of ancient period on Ukrainian territory) and in the novel «Without soil»\(^12\).

---


\(^12\) Домонтович В. Без ґрунту. Український засів. Х., 1942. Чис. 2. Ст. 30–57; Домонтович В. Без ґрунту. Продовження. Український засів. Х., 1943. Чис. 4. Ст. 49–71; Петров В. Готи на Україні та культура полів поховань. Український засів. Х., 1942. Чис. 1. Ст. 61–65.
The third stage – the second half of 1940-s – historiosophical execution of principles of “epoch theory”, its application to the understanding of European history, and an attempt to put the theory into historical specificity of ancient history of Ukraine. Formation of conception of V. Petrov took place during his presence in the Western zones of occupation in Germany in a closed environment of Ukrainian intellectual elite in emigration.

The main socio-cultural factors that influenced V. Petrov’s historiosophical understanding of the basic laws of historical process were the conditions of post-war ruins, ideological crisis of West European society, inability of the existing concepts to explain the historical reality of the totalitarian era, the appeal of European public opinion to cyclic theories and concepts in search of a way out of the cognitive crisis. Sharp society’s reaction to the atomic bombings of 1945, his own intellectual experience, rueful feelings about the fate of Ukrainian and European culture, about the future of the world and humanity resulted in humanistic character of philosophical views of V. Petrov; moral values have precedence over the technical progress, the scientist appeals to Christianity.

In the second half of 1940-san outstanding Ukrainian philosopher and scientist D. Chyzhevsky works on the theory of cultural-historical epochs in the history of art. As far back as 1920-s he was schooled by European philosophic thought, the scientist listened to the lectures of K. Jaspers, E. Husserl, M. Heidegger and others, but he did not become a supporter of a certain school. In post-war Germany, he, like other members of the second wave of Ukrainian immigration appeared in the close socio-cultural, organizational and scientific contact with the intellectual elite of the Third Wave13. The fruitful scientific collaboration of D. Chyzhevsky and V. Petrov inter alia, manifested on the background of literature, they became co-authors of a textbook on the history of Ukrainian literature, they were like-minded on the issue of historical periodization of Ukrainian literature14.

D. Chyzhevsky stated his theory in the research «Culture-historical epochs» (1948)15 [53]. In this research the scientist contradicted the

«theory of progress», which described the historical development «as a way of gradual improvement, accumulation of cultural acquisitions»\(^\text{16}\). He divided the cultural history of Europe into «epochs» – Romance, Gothic, Renaissance, Baroque, «Enlightenment» (Classicism), Romanticism, Realism («New Enlightenment»), neoromantism. Every epoch, in the opinion of the researcher, is «the wholeness, a system of movements and changes, all of which have a certain direction», every epoch has its own character, «style». D. Chyzhevsky emphasized that the basic unit of historical study is the epoch, and the primary task of the historian is studying of the «style of the epoch». Moreover, the historian, «... achieving this goal or approaching to it, does not invent, does not form a certain picture, but discovers the wholeness of epoch’s image, which is really the foundation of this epoch, which belongs to objective historical reality»\(^\text{17}\).

D. Chyzhevsky put an increased focus on «regularity» of periods’ change, which are embodied in the change of styles. He called his concept the “theory of cultural waves” and associated its forthcoming with the works of V. Velflin\(^\text{18}\). The main idea of the «theory waves» of D. Chyzhevsky lies in the fact that every succeeding epoch denies, repudiates the main ideas, features of the previous one, at the same time forming its own style, it revives to some extent the ideals of the epoch, which preceded its antecessor. Thus, according to the scientist, «in any case earlier Middle Ages are more consistent with aesthetic ideals of the Renaissance than the later Middle Ages, which resemble Baroque by composing and dynamics of its works» and so on. Consequently, D. Chyzhevsky graphically depicts the scheme of historical development of European culture by a wavy line\(^\text{19}\).

D. Chyzhevsky considered the correlation between the concept of «epoch» and historical time the most vulnerable part of his conception; moreover he left the question of historicity/ahistoricity of epochs open.

It should be noted that D. Chyzhevsky presented the «theory of cultural waves» as a hypothesis, which, according to the author, required verification by the actual material. The concept of D. Chyzhevsky arose in the context of debate about the fate of Ukrainian culture in literary circles of emigration in Germany (V. Derzhavyn and others).

\(^{16}\) Там само. Ст. 5–6.
\(^{17}\) Там само. С. 7.
\(^{18}\) Вёльфлин Г. Ренессанс и барокко.
\(^{19}\) Чижевський Д. Культурно-історичні епохи. С. 12–13.
D. Chyzhevsky believed that the use of cultural-historical method and pan-European scheme of development of culture of the Ukrainian material allows one to look at the history of Ukrainian culture as a part of “Pan-European integrity”.


The main core of the concept of V. Petrov was “the discreteness of time», “the isolation of individual of epochs» and the relationship between them on the basis of denial and rejection of the idea of development. V. Petrov denied the principle of continuity of history: “The historical process is not a continuous flow of being. This flow is divided into specific gradations of time». Thus, the epoch is a self-contained and enclosed in itself by the frames of dominant ideology “period of time”. Therefore, the
historical process, the history of mankind, according to V. Petrov, is a successive change of epochs within the limits of which there are unique, peculiar only to them processes.

From the context of the works of V. Petrov it becomes clear that the epoch is a certain component of the historical process, which is recognized as the structural integrity, which is characterized by: the presence of the dominant ideology, sustainable correlation of the certain interdependent forms of economy, social institutions and cultural phenomena. V. Petrov understood the history as a process of being and changing of different self-sufficient epochs, each of which is characterized by its own affinity, different from affinity of other epoch. History is discrete, discontinuous; it includes inter epoch “fractures”. The transition from one epoch to another through the fractures means that next to the processes of destruction, displacement, resettlement and migration, there also occurred a process of diffusion, deformation, inheritance, and learning. Furthermore, important factors of transformations are also external influences such as expansion, wars, disasters, destructions, cultural and economic relations and influences, natural factor and so on. Accordingly, the main subject of historical study of V. Petrov is the epoch, and the objective of the research is determination of methodology of epoch change.

The researcher tried to give an explanation of how one epoch became a different one. He believed that the change of epochs was due to the function of «overcoming», “contrasting”, re-embodiment of the epoch into its contrast, not in terms of time. He was even speaking about “laws of epoch change”\(^\text{23}\). However, according to V. Petrov, there are other forms of relations, presumably inherent to non-European civilizations. Whence, he mentions the connection of “Chinese type”, which is an unchanging, sustainable existence. Unfortunately, the scientist did not develop this idea. But, everything seems to suggest that V. Petrov had an idea and his own vision of non-European, Oriental cultures, which is evidenced by some “remarks” in his works.

To some extent “the epoch” of V. Petrov corresponds to the “cultural-historical type” in the theory of local civilizations, which is supra-ethnic socio-cultural communities, idiosyncratic “blocks” of world history, whose interaction determines the course of historical process.

\(^{23}\) Ibid. Cr. 20, 26.
Thus wise, the ideas of denial of world progress, discreteness of history (rejection of traditional notions of historical time), isolation and self-sufficiency of an epoch / culture syncretize researches of V. Petrov and O. Spengler. The epoch of V. Petrov as well as the “cultural-historical type” of O. Spengler, is bound to disappearance, which is peculiar to its nature. However, unlike O. Spengler, Ukrainian thinker saw a certain connection between the epochs/cultures, which reconciled his vision of history with the one of A. J. Toynbee. Thus, Toynbee captures «parent-child» relationship between particular civilizations. In other words, civilizations, changing each other, may form a sequence. For example, the Minoan civilization is followed by the Hellenic civilization and it is followed by Medieval Western civilization and so on. For Toynbee it is essential that some societies, joining the others, thereby provide a continuity of the historical process. We see similar thoughts about contacts of cultures in the works of V. Petrov. According to V. Petrov, there is a relationship between the epochs (Antiquity – Middle Ages – Modern Age – Present). For Toynbee, the link between different civilizations was a man – a permanent and regular element in history. In V. Petrov’s theory, it is observed that the man is the mediator and the custodian of epoch’s acquisitions.

The ideas of destruction of civilizations/the end of epochs which occur as a result of internal crisis and external factors (military defeats, destroyed, natural disasters, etc.) are somewhat similar in viewpoints of V. Petrov and A. J. Toynbee. Looking for the causes of decline and end of civilizations, A. J. Toynbee concluded that the growth of civilization is accompanied by its self-determination, and the main criterion and fundamental cause of the fracture is an internal explosion, through which the society loses the feature the self-determination. A. J. Toynbee tried to see certain patterns in the history of local civilizations, while the only law for V. Petrov was the change one era into another, the individuum and the unique were in the center of his attention. It is unlikely that V. Petrov was familiar with the works of A. J. Toynbee, but both thinkers were in the common scientific paradigm and could reach similar views on the historical process.

According to V. Petrov, the content of individual epochs is primarily determined by the dominant ideology. Accordingly, the change epochs is accompanied by the crisis of ideology. Middle Ages, Modern age and
Modernity (“Our Time”) are three eras of European history, which were in the thinker’s center of attention. He considered theologism to be the ideological content of the Middle Ages, humanism – of the Renaissance, and rationalism, subjectivism, relativism, pluralism, and skepticism – of the Modern age. He has represented Ukrainian culture as a rightful and self-contained part of European civilization, which is «enduring» all those epochs that Europe has gone through.

Comprehension of different historical epochs, according to V. Petrov, occurs through the ideology, inner world, life and activities of specific individuals, typical representatives of their time. According to V. Petrov, each era has a certain type of personality (ideal figure of his time). Specific characters of literature and fictionalized images of his scientific, works that combine norms of life, morality, stereotypes of two epochs or reject the certain ones in favor of others, correspond to the catastrophic fractures of time.

“Epoch theory” represents one of the possible variants of civilizational analysis of world history, but, unlike the majority of other civilizational theories it goes beyond purely historical and philosophical exposition and offers methodology of concrete historical material analysis. V. Petrov put the idea of epoch change on historical specificity of ancient history of Ukraine, the essence of historiosophical concepts of “the epoch”, “the fracture”, “the epoch change”, “objection” was demonstrated in the published university lecture of V. Petrov “Origin of Ukrainian people” (Regensburg 1947).

Considerations of V. Petrov regarding the differences of the epochs, the principle of their objection, fracture, change and self-organization of the society also correspond to the latest methodological approaches in understanding of the historical process. A look at the history in terms of the idea of self-organization brings the concept of V. Petrov closer to synergistic approach, which considers the society be a complex system, all elements of which are interrelated. Changing of one of the backbone elements or implementation of newor even alien elements into the system.
may lead to a qualitative degeneration of the entire system, especially if it is in unbalanced, unstable condition.\(^\text{26}\)

3. «Epoch Theory» in the Realities of the Soviet Science

The fourth stage—extension and specification of the concept of ancient history of Ukraine (ethnogenesis of the Slavs) after returning to the Soviet Union, when the scientist was forced to adapt his «epoch theory» to the realities of the Soviet science.

In the 1960s the scientist continued his theoretical and practical researches in the field archeology, history, linguistics, ethnography, that allowed him to detail his conception of ancient history of Ukraine, to expand the source base and to include the latest scientific discoveries into it. At the same time V. Petrov implemented the theoretical and methodological principles of his conception in a veiled form on specific problems and periods in the works: «Ancient Slavs and their origin: the issue Slavic ethnogenesis» (1963), «Historical topography of Kyiv. The archeof the city. The city of Vladimir, structure and origin» (1964), “The Slavs and Byzantium. On the change of archaeological cultures on the territory of Ukraine in V-VII centuries A.D.” (1965), “The Scythians. Language and ethnicity” (1968) and others.\(^\text{27}\) He adapted his conception to the realities of the Soviet science, paid more attention to the socio-economic component “the epoch”.

V. Petrov’s erstwhile achievements illustrate the breadth of the subject field and methodological approaches of national historical science which was made possible under the conditions of the Khrushchev Thaw. Decrease of ideological pressure on science was the result of the Thaw and “quiet” revision of the theory of historical materialism, a development of the ideas of “late” K. Marx on differentiation of mainstream of historical development in ancient times. For example, the so-called “second” discussion about the “Asiatic mode of production” unfolded in the Soviet and world science (the “first” took place in the Soviet Union in the second half of the 1920s – early 1930s.); this discussion eventually led to many discussions of urgent problems of the theory of historical process.


Scientists expressed interesting ideas, including those concerning non-linearity and polyvariety of the historical process.\(^\text{28}\)

Today it becomes clear that the Soviet historiography was not a methodological monolith. But certain interpretations of Marxism, national romanticism, structuralism, the school «Annals» concealed under the veil with quotations of “classics”, and even something so original and individual, that it is hard to define.\(^\text{29}\)

V. Petrov’s concept was presented in a relatively complete form in his work “Ethnogenesis of the Slavs” (Kyiv, 1972). Qualitative stages of Slavic ethnogenesis were matched with the scheme of division into the “epochs” of ancient history of Ukraine (from Tripillya to historical times of Slavdom). According to references in the work to the editions of 1966–1967 it is possible to determine the final phase of author’s work at the text of the research «Ethnogenesis of the Slavs». From its abstract of 1966 it is clear that the structure of the proposed monograph «The Problem of Slavic Ethnogenesis. Ancient Slavs and their Origin» involved chapters on Byzantium and the Slavs, cultural and ethnic unity of Slavs in the V – VII centuries; which were not included in the publication. V. Petrov also planned monographic works on the ancient history of Kyiv and Slavic writing system at least up to XI century.\(^\text{30}\)

V. Petrov died finishing the main text of the work «Ethnogenesis of the Slavs». This research was published in 1972, thus it did not take into account relevant achievements of various branches of archeology and other sciences, materials of global new-building expeditions. This monograph was published (although it was incomplete and unedited by the author) during the ideological reaction that increased in the early 1970s. Changes in the senior headquarters of the republic blocked the development of ethnogenetical studies, which did not meet a concept of the common Old Russian nation. M. Braichevsky, O. Kompan and O. Apanovych were fired.


\(^{30}\) Петров В. П. Язык. Этнос. Фольклор : автореф. по совокупности работ на соискание ученой степени кандидата филол. наук. К., 1966. Ст. 60.
from the Institute of History of the Academy of Science of the USSR. The research of K. Guslysty “Historical Development of Ukrainian Nation” and multi-authored monograph «Ukrainians» were forbidden for publishing in 1972. But the censorship did not notice the sedition, especially since author’s presentation ended in V–VI centuries, videlicet in “pre-Kyiv” period.

The monograph «Ethnogenesis of the Slavs» was the result of scientist’s years-long researches, but at the same time it was expanded and revised version of his research “Origin of the Ukrainian people” (1947). The concept of epoch in “Ethnogenesis of the Slavs” was not presented as vividly as it was in 1947. It can be observed even from the contents of the book. However, based on the structure of the text and logic of presentation, it is clear that the author followed his concept. Clearly highlighted by V. Petrov in «The Origin of the Ukrainian people» epochs do not correspond to formalational periodization of history: Trypolian, After-trypolian (Pre-scythian), Scythian, ancient (the first period), ancient (the second period). This scheme generally corresponds to structural sections of the research «Ethnogenesis of the Slavs»: «Trypolian culture» corresponds to Trypolian epoch, “the era of Urban-Usatove culture” and “the Middle Dnieper culture” correspond to After-trypolian epoch; “Scythians” corresponds to Scythian epoch; «Zarubintsy era» and «Chernyakhov culture» correspond to periods of ancient epoch.

V. Petrov’s conception of ancient history of Ukraine captures the period starting from Eneolithic Period up to the times of Historic Slavdom (IV century B. C. – VI century C. E.). According to V. Petrov, the history of Ukraine is discrete, discontinuous, «fractures» between the epochs are peculiar to it (between Trypolian and After-trypolian, Zarubintsy and Chernyakhov (Ancient), and Slavic). The transition from one epoch to another through the fractures means that «next to the processes of destruction, displacement, resettlement and migration, there also occurred a process of diffusion, deformation, inheritance, and learning. There appeared not only exclusion, but inclusion as well. There was a fracture as well as percussion». The scientist illustrates his statement about the ambiguity of time through the analysis of archaeological sources according to which After-trypolian epoch was more primitive than the previous one –
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Trypolian, and Chernyakhov epoch was higher than the historical Slavdom culture before the creation of Kievan Rus.\textsuperscript{33}

V. Petrov studies the overall pattern of change of epochs on the territory of Ukraine in the general European context. In ancient European history as well as in the history of Middle Ages and Modern Times, the historian distinguishes the main “gradations of time”: the old non-Indo-European world and the new one – the era of Indo-European peoples domination that continues to the present. There was a fracture between these epochs, a catastrophe which falls at II millennium B.C. It’s not just about the linguistic aspect, but also about the structure of historical existence. For V. Petrov, a man, a leading figure, is an indication of the epoch: “A farmer is replaced by a rider. A peaceful settler is replaced by a warrior”. He believed, that during After-trypolian (Pre-scythian) and Scythian epoch «a rider becomes a leading figure of the time, at this very time he extrudes a farmer and pushes him on the back burner». Moreover, he highlighted that he means “economy as well as the social structure of the country”, that it «equally concerns economic, social, political and public life»\textsuperscript{34}. According to V. Petrov, ancient history of Ukraine is a successive change offarmer and rider epochs\textsuperscript{35}.

For V. Petrov, «Epoch theory» became a methodological basis for solving the problems of ethnogenesis, understanding the concept of «ethnos» and correlation between the epochs change with the stages of ethnogenesis. The scientist outlined his concept of the origin of Slavs and the origins of the Ukrainian people in the monographs “The Origin of the Ukrainian people”\textsuperscript{36} and «Ethnogenesis of the Slavs. Sources, stages of development and problematic» (1972)\textsuperscript{37}, and in the articles “Anthropological features of the Ukrainian people”\textsuperscript{38} and others.

V. Petrov considered the concept of ethnos to be historical, and therefore the process of ethnogenesis is historical as well and takes place within the limits of an all-sufficient epoch, and therefore is discrete. Ethnos of one epoch is not the ethnos of some other epoch; every epoch has “its
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direction of ethnos-creating” according to its properties, so ethnos of different epochs are not identical. Within the limits of each epoch ethnogenesis of a separate nation has its own peculiarities and differences. Therefore, the researcher believes that characteristic feature of an ethnic history is continuity of its progressive development.

Later, in 1970s, the ethnogenetical provisions about the discreteness of processes were elaborated in the works of Soviet ethnographers. Ethnic processes associated with the “fracture” in the development, were called «ethno-discrete». Their special role is that they lead humanity to move into a new ethnic state. In contrast to the ethno-evolutionary processes that are associated only with changes in individual components of ethnic system, J. Bromley noted that it is the discrete processes that caused the emergence of the first ethnic communities\textsuperscript{39}.

Ethnogenesis of the Ukrainians, according V. Petrov, occurred within the limits of several epochs that changed one another. The relationship between these epochs was not a correlation of “Chinese type” and was carried out in the shifts, through changes, disasters and crises. “This relationship is subject to laws of epoch change. History of Ukraine passed through several epochs. That is why the concept of epoch as structural integrity is one of the key, guiding principles in our modern historiosophical concepts and studies”, – wrote V. Petrov\textsuperscript{40}.

Of course, the scientist was not released from compulsory quotations of classics of Marxism-Leninism and made the necessary references, but mainly to F. Engels and only when it was appropriate, and coincided with the logic of his scientific conclusions.

Developments of V. Petrov remained neglected by the experts, because there was no author’s presentation of theoretical principles and terminological apparatus for methodologically unilaterally trained Soviet scientists. They were practically the accumulation of factual material (outdated to some extent).

On the other hand, Marxism – “camouflaged” concept of V. Petrov is mechanically perceived as Marxism even to this day, and sometimes it distorts the meaning of scientific achievements of the researcher. Thus, in the «Comments» to republication of the work “The Origin of the Ukrainian people” in 1992 the authors (N. Kravchenko and Y. Pavlenko) proposed

\textsuperscript{40} Петров В. Етногенез слов’ян. Ст. 21.
not completely correct attempt of construction of the concept “epoch”: “From the context of work it is implied that the epoch is not a formation in its Marxist sense, although according to a number of features these categories come near. In understanding of the researcher the “epoch” is a certain stage of human development, which is recognized as a structural integrity, which is characterized by a constant relationship (correlation) of certain, interrelated forms of economy, social institutions, cultural phenomena, etc. I believe that terminological addressing to stability does not correlate with the principle of epoch changing and understanding of historical progress in the concept of V. Petrov.

Y. Pavlenko was one of the first national historians, who started to use the civilization approach starting in the late 1980s, combining it with the theory of formations. In the views of V. Petrov he saw Marxist basis, and in the works published after returning of the scientist to Ukraine he saw the use of exclusively formational theory that prevailed in the Soviet social sciences. Here is how Y. Pavlenko briefly stated the essence of the approach, that was affirmed by V. Petrov, and that was acceptable for him as a moderate version of formational theory application in new methodological paradigms: a systematic understanding of the historical process involves selection of qualitative stages of Slavic ethnogenesis relevant to special forms of social and economic organization (pre-class, early class and so on) and reflected in the specifics of archaeological materials.

However, the fundamental work of Y. Pavlenko «Prehistory of old Russians in the global context» (1994) demonstrates not only the influence of Y. Braychevsky, whom the author expresses thanks in the preface, but also the influences of V. Petrov. The fact of the matter is not only in numerous references to specific historical conclusions and results of field studies of V. Petrov, but also in general perception of his understanding of schematic-dynamic changes of ancient stages of Slavogenesis. The research of Y. Pavlenko is performed on the modern scientific level, on the relevant terminological and theoretical basis, on the grounds
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of new source complexes. It covered the “prehistory of Russes» (the period from the third millennium B. C. to late first millennium C. E.).

CONCLUSIONS

Incompatibility of theoretical views of V. Petrov with stadiaally linear, deterministic, incrementally progressive vision of the historical process, which was dominant in Soviet science, is evident. Epoch theory of V. Petrov is an individual phenomenon of national historiography, but not an example of “soft revision of Marxism”. However, this does not exclude recognition of socio-economic component in the concept of «epoch» as structural integrity by the academic.

The main tool for cognition of the past for the philosopher is his “epoch theory”, which is quite flexible and provides identification of unique internal laws for each of the epochs, it does not recognize the constant laws in their changing, and therefore allows enough flexibility to generalize specific historical material. V. Petrov’s conception of the ancient history of Ukraine is a holistic, thorough and functional explanatory model. V. Petrov’s scientific heritage of 1940–1950’s, the essence of his ideas can be understood only through his “epoch theory”, because the internal logic of presentation, scientific argumentation and conclusions of the researcher are based on such concepts as “era”, “epoch”, “fracture”, “discreteness” and others.

Conception of V. Petrov was not accepted by his contemporaries and to this day it remains obscure to most researchers. Why? The most common causes are ambiguity of terminology and the lack of a holistic presentation of the conception. Its basic theoretical principles were formulated during DP and published in Ukrainian short-run camp publications in post-war Germany, and fundamental works based on specific historical material were published after two decades in Soviet Ukraine without a systematic presentation of their theoretical principles.

Moreover, V. Petrov’s views could not be perceived in the USSR due to their nonconformity with formational scheme of historical process. In the West –due to language barriers and poor awareness with his work, in the environment Ukrainian emigration –due to odiousness of the author (Soviet spy) and nonconformity of their conceptual and methodological principles with the scheme of continuous national history by M. Hrushevsky.
The lack of attention in modern science can be explained by a complex of reasons. First of all, it is the lack of a general analysis of scientific achievements of Viktor Petrov, debates around personality of the scientist and the writer, sometimes exclusively in the plane of the ideological, political and moral evaluations. Secondly, it is the sustainability of historiographic «templates» and «cliché» (through the formal indicator V. Petrov is automatically reckoned among a cohort of Marxist Historians). Thirdly, what can be considered as an advantage of “epoch theory” in comparison with other historiosophical concepts, namely application to of specific historical material, became its weakness. From the perspective of the modern science the range of archaeological sources of V. Petrov seems too narrow, the findings on specific problems of ancient history of Ukraine are outdated, there is an underestimation of migration processes in ethnogenetical processes, the actual exception from the general scheme of the Bronze Age seems unclear and, therefore, interest in the concept itself is lost. By contrast a historiosofic concept, such as A. J. Toynbee’s, this is not burdened with such particularities and it is “not threatened” by new scientific discoveries and it remains popular for decades.

However, complex reconstruction of conceptual positions, terminology, instrumentarium and methodological foundations of “epoch theory”, practical realization of creative potential of world and national history study in the works of V. Petrov may be important for the creation of modern theoretical models of national history.

Also, no less important today for the Ukrainian historical science is the answer to the question of the meaning of V. Petrov’s concept in the light of M. Hrushevsky’s canonical scheme of the history of Ukraine. The principle of continuity of national history, justified by M. Hrushevsky, has always had an ideological significance; modern society and scientific environment are not ready to opt for a new-fangled versions of discontinuous national history. At the same time, there are more and more calls to pay particular attention to the moments of breaks, which contain much more powerful heuristic potential and are important for understanding of the hypothetical “historical inheritance” and social genealogy than insistence on ideologically motivated continuity. Among

other things the structural-synergistic model of Ukrainian history is proposed.\textsuperscript{46}

It should be noted, that since the principles of “epoch theory” were applied by V. Petrov for organizing specific historical material of ancient history of Ukraine, this meant differentiation from the “History of Ukraine-Rus” by M. Hrushevsky in chronological terms: when M. Hrushevsky started Ukrainian history with the Antes, V. Petrov’s presentation of early stages of Ukrainian ethnogenesis ended with the Antes. The picture of Slavo-genesis at the turn of Millennium – the first half of the first millennium C.E., as it is depicted in the works of V. Petrov and M. Braychevsky, provides compelling evidence in support of early versions Ukraino-genesis, the supporter of which was M. Hrushevsky\textsuperscript{47}.

Therefore, V. Petrov’s concept of the ancient history of Ukraine was based on his “epoch theory”, which rejected the idea of continuous progress and emphasized the discreteness of historical process. Independently developed, based on personal experience, observations and emotions, it discovers the greatest resemblance to the theory of local civilizations of O. Spengler and A.J. Toynbee. The expression of national identity as a philosopher and a scientist, an appeal to the spiritual culture of the Ukrainian people is observed in the views of V. Petrov, as well as in the views of other prominent thinkers – his contemporaries (M. Khvylovy, D. Chyzhevsky and others). At the same time it can be argued that approaches of V. Petrov exhibit a certain correspondence to synergistic paradigm of understanding of the historical process, they were in unison with the latest scientific theories and far ahead of their time.

However, the historical scheme of V. Petrov is detached from the history of Ukrainian historical thought, as it has not been assessed in historiography; it remained out of sight of scientists and has no direct followers.

**SUMMARY**

Viktor Petrov (1894–1969) was one of the brightest Ukrainian intellectuals of his time – an outstanding scientist of encyclopedic erudition (historian, ethnographer, archaeologist, literary scholar, linguist, folklorist
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and philosopher), science manager, public figure and writer of the circle of neoclassicists and Soviet intelligence agent. V. Petrov’s top achievement as an intellectual and versatile scholar is his “epoch theory”. The thinker suggested an original conception of ancient history of Ukraine, which became an important theoretical and practical contribution to Ukrainian historiography. His concept was based on the discrete, cyclical vision of the historical process and was in the line with the main trends of European historiosophical thought of 1920–1940, it was directly in the context of intellectual ideas of N. Berdyaev, V. Velflin, N. Danilevsky, A.J. Toynbee, S. Freud, M. Foucault, M. Khvylovy, D. Chyzhevsky, F. Schmitt, O. Spengler and the existentialists. On the basis of the «epoch theory» the scientist developed a scheme of ancient history of Ukraine (“prehistory of Ukrainian people”) and a scheme of ethnogenesis of Ukrainian people as a part of European history. This opened a new way for the development of national historical science and could cause a «revolution» in Ukrainian historical writing. However, intellectual initiative of the scientist was not accepted by his contemporaries and to this day it remains outside the main directions of theoretical and practical search of historians.

This article deals with the content and the genesis of Petrov’s «epoch theory».
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